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Webinars
webinars.missioncriticalmagazine.com

Get information on topics such as:
- Providing Effective Backup Power Solutions for Data Centers
- Improving Data Center Reliability: From the Substation to the Breaker and the Battery
- Power Quality in Mission Critical Facilities

These and even more Webinars are archived online from speakers like Peter Curtis (Power Management Concepts), Vali Sorell (Syska Hennessy Group), John Musilli (Intel), Sigurd Anderson & Steve Blaine (CH2M HILL), Dennis DeCoster (MC West), Scott Good (gikworks), and others.

Blogs
www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/blogs

Mission Critical shares opinions from expert guest bloggers including Gary L. Farmer (CGI Facilities Integration Incorporated), Julius Neudorfer (North American Access Technologies), Michael Sherman (Jones Lang LaSalle), Terry Vergun (Lee Technologies), John Consoll (FieldView Solutions, Inc.), Carrie Higbie (Siemon), and others.

A few recent topics:
- Hot Aisle Insight: New Servers ASHRAE Class A1 or A2- Any Real Difference?
- Data Center Solutions: Deja vu Bubbles?
- Sapient Pursuits: Is Your Organization Learning?

Subscribe
www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/subscribe

Make sure you’re receiving our popular print and digital publications. Qualify now to receive:
- Mission Critical magazine in print and digital edition 6x annually
- Mission Critical Update eNewsletter 2x monthly
The 7x24 Exchange is a not-for-profit organization that provides an educational forum for mission-critical industry professionals focusing on important issues of the day. The 7x24 Exchange is recognized as the leading knowledge exchange within the mission-critical industry. The organization is committed to providing value to member companies and conference participants. To that end 7x24 Exchange conferences are designed to provide education, networking, information sharing, and a memorable experience.

EDUCATION
7x24 Exchange conferences seek to provide conference participants with the best educational opportunity in the industry by presenting high-profile keynote speakers who are recognized as leaders in the industry and those who convey a unique experience, in addition to innovative presenters and panelists who provide challenging, thought-provoking, and real-world case studies appealing to both technology and facility professionals.

NETWORKING
The 7x24 Exchange is known for its unique conference features, which are designed to provide excellent networking opportunities. These features include a warm welcome reception, full-service meals and breaks daily, a memorable evening event, and exchange tables during meal functions that allow attendees to have in-depth conversations with knowledgeable presenters on a more personal level.

INFORMATION SHARING
The 7x24 Exchange’s distinctive style presents industry colleagues the opportunity for further information sharing. The upcoming 2012 Spring Conference theme is End-to-End Reliability: Thought Leadership. End-user speakers and their companies are encouraged to present first-hand experiences and lessons learned, providing attendees with significant take away value. Presenters and their companies are recognized for their willingness to share knowledge.
The Conference!

Conference participants have enjoyed spectacular memorable experiences during the evening sponsored events at venues such as Epcot, Bank One Ballpark, University of Phoenix Stadium, dining under a Saturn Rocket at Cape Kennedy, in addition to boat cruises on the Florida Intracoastal, dinner cruises on the Potomac and San Francisco Bay, participation at rodeos and museums including the Titanic exhibit at the Florida International Museum and the US Marine Corps Air Station Miramar.

We realize the value of support behind the scenes and the important role it plays to a mission-critical professional in getting the job done! With that in mind we create a very guest friendly atmosphere. In fact, second to none! Guests are invited and encouraged to attend the evening receptions and the opening conference keynote address.

The 2012 Spring Conference will be held June 10-13 at the Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek in Orlando, FL. Please join us and take advantage of the quality education, networking, information sharing, and memorable experience 7x24 Exchange offers.

I look forward to seeing you in Orlando!
Kevin Heslin, editor of Mission Critical, elicited some interesting opinions about the state of the data center industry from Cyrus Izzo in this short interview. Cyrus is the Co-President of SH Group, Inc. and of Syska Hennessy Group, Inc. He is the Vice President of the National 7x24 Exchange and sits on its Board of Directors. He also currently serves on the Boards of the ACEC Metro NYC Chapter and the New York Building Congress, and is a member of the IEEE and CoreNet Global.

KH: What do you see as the key trends driving the industry?
CI: Everyone is trying to do more with less. That is the reality of today’s business environment, and I cannot think of a market sector that has not been impacted by the new economic belt tightening. What that translates into on the operational side is that organizations are now functioning with fewer IT, operational and facilities staff members. They are also focused on growing their data center efficiency, so there are trends toward optimizing power usage effectiveness (PUE), increasing critical load density and reducing resource consumption, i.e. environmental responsibility.

The most important trend that we see coming out of this economic climate is an increased awareness of TCO [total cost of ownership]. Whereas in the past we have seen attention across most markets on the front end CAPEX [capital expenditure] of data centers and mission critical projects, now there is much more discussion about OPEX [operational expenditure] over the long term.

KH: TCO is not a particularly new concept. Why do you think it is suddenly becoming more important?
CI: You are right. TCO is not a new concept. But it has become a critical consideration for people wrestling with the challenge of managing their operations within restricted budgets. There is a real understanding by owners that if they manage OPEX closely and balance it with smart CAPEX, that the long-term financial impact will be optimized.

In today’s regulatory environment, we anticipate that the economy is going to pretty much remain in its current state for at least two more years. Those of us in the industry need to face the fact that this is the new ‘normal’ that our business clients have to function in. So then the challenge that they are facing becomes, “How do you scale back your team and operations while maintaining a robust platform focused on your customers?”

As pressure is mounting on all sides, by customers, managers, and boards, to pencil out any costs that are not strictly necessary, organizations are being creative. They are demanding flexibility and modularity to be able to expand their facilities incrementally in response to market conditions. It means revisiting location impacts, [site selection], energy costs, and manpower costs with a very strategic eye on the bottom line so they can make informed decisions based on all of those TCO factors.

KH: How does the trend to lower TCO affect IT operations?
CI: The trend to lower TCO is pushing CIOs and CTOs to consider all options on the table for IT operational support, so that they in turn can make the right decisions about investing in their IT infrastructures going forward. In fact, that is the conversation that is going on right now at the highest levels of almost every organization, “Should we build, operate, and own our own facility, or does it make more sense to outsource and collocate our data center?” The largest data center capital expenditure is wrapped up in site infrastructure. When you add that to operating expenses and energy costs, it makes up about 70 percent of the total cost, with the balance being the actual IT equipment.

More and more organizations are recognizing the value of colocation. It is a tactic that frees limited IT staffs to focus on project-specific work rather than operational support of their data center. Logistically, outsourcing is a very different business model, one that takes an organization’s data center investment off the balance sheet.

Other organizations will rely on cloud computing; when their business model outstrips their ability to provide capital outlay for new infrastructure, they can leverage cloud
An Interview with Cyrus Izzo

**KH**: How does lower TCO and its effect on overall IT operations affect the design of modern data centers?

**CI**: Savvy data center owners understand that optimizing platforms and services to maintain their business momentum. Again, IT staff can focus on product and services with infrastructure effectively outsourced to a third party.

CIOs and CTOs, in mapping out IT operations, have to forecast their need for expanding capacity over the whole life cycle of the facility. As much as any forecast can be accurate, it can help benchmark costs of the various cloud, collocation and DC ownership scenarios.

From the IT side, we are seeing that industries are following a variety of strategies, based on their experience and the demands of their operations. For example, the financial industry has deep roots in the build-own-operate model; they are simply scratching the surface of outsourcing.

We have all seen that the health-care industry has been under pressure from EMS (electronic medical records) regulations, so they are relative newcomers to the IT game. It means that their internal staff may not yet be familiar with the skills necessary to back up their data and run a data center efficiently and effectively. With the criticality of their IT needs, it would make sense in that case to review the outsource model closely.

On the other hand, telecommunications firms have owned and operated their own data centers from day one. They would be hard pressed to find a good reason to outsource or colocate when their business model and business culture have been so reliant on autonomy.

Recently, there has been a fair amount of discussion about a potential shortage of colocation facilities. Data by Ted Ritter at Nemertes Research that has recently been published that indicate that available colocation space will more than double (113 percent) over the next several years, but it will be outstripped by demand unless colocation service providers accelerate their current rate of expansion.

**KH**: What skills do data center professionals need to cope with the changing customer and end user requirements that change how we build, deploy, and use data centers?

**CI**: It is a whole new landscape for a data center professional. Customers and end users continue to be pushed by management and clients to do things smarter, faster, and cheaper. It is now a given that there is zero tolerance for downtime; with click on pay-per-view, one click purchase, downloads, and financial transactions, customers expect things to happen in a nanosecond. The reality is that you can lose customers instantly if there is a glitch, and we all know the focus is all about positioning yourself for emerging opportunities and retaining the clients that you have.

As data center design professionals, we have to be nimble enough to understand that uptime reliability is the new baseline. It is a given. But there is also the expectation for robust, resilient, and reliable performance in data centers.

Now it is up to the design community to bring it to the next level. With ASHRAE expanding the allowable range for IT equipment thermal envelopes, it opened the door for us to accept new opportunities for efficient design without compromising reliability. That means using all the tools at our disposal. Putting all the tools in our arsenal together makes it possible for us in the industry to deliver an accurate model, which is essential for contractors and vendors to have before the first shovel hits the ground. Ultimately, on the design side, we are obligated to provide owners, and their facility teams, with a robust model to help them operate and maintain their facility over its lifetime with less staff, at lower cost, and with the tools they need to succeed.
The 7x24 Exchange Delaware Valley Chapter was founded in 2000 and comprises over 100 companies from southeastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey, and Delaware, with over 300 active members. It recently celebrated its 50th Chapter Meeting with a black tie event at the historic Union League of Philadelphia. The Chapter conducts five meetings per year, including the annual two-day conference at The Borgata in Atlantic City, NJ, which was co-sponsored by the Metro New York Chapter in 2010 and 2011. The Chapter website features a chronicle of each Chapter Meeting, with presentation overviews, speaker biographies, and photos of the event, to accurately represent the education, peer-to-peer sharing, atmosphere, and enjoyment the attendees experience, from dinner and networking through the presentations. The Chapter collaborates with 7x24 Exchange International to add nationally recognized speakers and content to Chapter meetings.

7x24 Exchange Chapters are an integral part of the 7x24 Exchange International and a great resource of information for members. If you are interested in getting involved with your local chapter please refer to contact information for your area on this page.
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**CHAPTER CONTACTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Jon Bishop, 602-224-5050, <a href="mailto:jon.bishop@jsquaredp.com">jon.bishop@jsquaredp.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Tony TeVault, 770-988-3216, <a href="mailto:tttevault@7x24exchange.org">tttevault@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Vello Evhert, 416-868-1933, <a href="mailto:canadianchapter@7x24exchange.org">canadianchapter@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Carolinas</td>
<td>Robin Aron, 336-273-9587, <a href="mailto:robin@7x24carolinas.org">robin@7x24carolinas.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware Valley</td>
<td>Tom Reusche, 610-649-8000, <a href="mailto:tmr@7x24exchange.org">tmr@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire State (Albany)</td>
<td>Joe Maggio, 203-740-4258, <a href="mailto:jmaggio@7x24exchange.org">jmaggio@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Kathleen Dolci, 646-486-3818, <a href="mailto:kathleen@7x24exchange.org">kathleen@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Florida / Alabama</td>
<td>Christine Sullivan, 800-215-5660, <a href="mailto:csullivan@7x24exchange.org">csullivan@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Washington DC Area</td>
<td>John Becker, 703-930-4558, <a href="mailto:john_becker@7x24exchange.org">john_becker@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Michigan Region</td>
<td>Thomas Kutz, 312-212-2018, <a href="mailto:tkutz@7x24exchange.org">tkutz@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lone Star (Dallas)</td>
<td>Joseph Cribbin, 214-520-3353, joseph.cribbin@7x24exch ange.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro New York (NY,NJ,CT)</td>
<td>Brian W. Schafer, 212-681-0200, <a href="mailto:brian@7x24exchange.org">brian@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Area</td>
<td>Dan Bodenski, 617-577-9900, <a href="mailto:dbodenski@syska.com">dbodenski@syska.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern California</td>
<td>Jean Ann Krupp, 415-398-7667, <a href="mailto:jeanann.krupp@ledcor.com">jeanann.krupp@ledcor.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest (Seattle, WA)</td>
<td>Leonard Ruff, 206-623-4646, <a href="mailto:leonard.ruff@7x24exchange.org">leonard.ruff@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain</td>
<td>Robert Maas, 303-841-0452, <a href="mailto:7x24rmc.maas@gmail.com">7x24rmc.maas@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Michigan</td>
<td>Chris Japhet, 734-632-2929, <a href="mailto:cjaphet@7x24exchange.org">cjaphet@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern California</td>
<td>Michael Siteman, 310-595-3641, michael.siteman@7x24exch ange.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas South</td>
<td>Greg LaCour, 713-844-0128, <a href="mailto:greg_lacour@7x24exchange.org">greg_lacour@7x24exchange.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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322 Eighth Avenue, Suite 501 • New York, NY 10001

International Membership Inquiries
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TO TOPICS INCLUDE

IT Risk Management: A Comprehensive Approach to Mitigating Risk to IT     IBM
How Data Center.BZ Builds an Energy Efficient Cloud     DataCenter.BZ
Benchmark the Relative Performance of Your Data Center     Schneider Electric
Birth of a Successful Data Center: How the Executive Team Makes Decisions for Success Vantage Data Centers, Fentress Architects, Hensel Phelps Construction
Data Center Power Savings Through High Ambient Data Center Operations     Intel
Capacity Planning & Asset Management Panel     Goldman Sachs, Facebook, Microsoft
The 2012 Doomsday: Myth and Reality of Global Disasters     NASA
Optimizing Data Center Facility Operation     McKinstry
Probabilistic Versus Empirical Risk Analysis, A Need for Both     Mission Critical West, Inc.
Class Changes Expand the Use of Chillerless Data Centers     ASHRAE